Redistricting in the Inland Empire.
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Subject: RedistricƟng in the Inland Empire.
From: "Appleton, Jim" <
Date: Tue, 21 Jun 2011 18:04:08 -0700
To: "
<
I strongly urge you to support Inland AcƟon’s proposed maps for the San Bernardino/Riverside counƟes. This also
enables Redlands to be represented by a single Congressional district that makes good sense for all involved. I
submit this recommendaƟon as a ciƟzen and as president of the University of Redlands.
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Subject: redistricƟng request
From: VIRGINIA PALENO <
Date: Tue, 21 Jun 2011 19:01:32 -0700 (PDT)
To:
I haved lived in San Bernardino area for nearly 23 years; I have been up in Crestline for 19 of those years. I
recognize that the mountains have nothing in common with the cities down in the San Bernardino area
regarding the needs that are day to day requirements for life here. Those needs create a special isolation from
other communities, and require attention to our area more specifically than those in the cities. If Crestline is
separated from the mountains, Crestline needs will not be met and will not have a strong voice compared to
the other 393,000 people in the other communities it is joined with in the maps. This is in opposition to
Proposition 20 and illegal to separate Crestline from the rest of the mountain. Our interests are too very much
similar to Lake Arrowhead and Big Bear. As one mountain community we are strong in our voice, can join
together for common goals, and better serve our area. I beg of you please do not separate the mountain
communities. We do not want different supervisors or be isolated in any other maps being drawn, whether it
is for the Assembly, Senate or State Board of Equalization. If other communities need to be attached, allow
those north of us or to the west that are more similar to our areas and problems. In the north the desert
communities and the mountain communities share in their water, transportation and energy of the future. As
the desert communities develop their economy, that economy is shared with the mountain communites, as
they share in tourism, shoppping, and our work forces. Furthermore, as one mountain, we share our
responsibilities, aid, incomes, traffic, snow removal, and emergency task force. We are only about 50,000
persons between the three general cities, and that small number need representation from one person, one
adgenda, and one voice.
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